The pion yield produced by 16-GeV electrons in a 0.6 radiation length beryllium target was studied at laboratory angles of 0.2' to 1. lo. The experimental yields are somewhat larger than those estimated using the Drell and p -diffraction models for pion photoproduction, and they do not appear to decrease at small angles as expected from the theoretical models.
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High energy electron beams produce useful beams of strongly interacting particles via bremsstrahlung and subsequent photoproduction in a thick target.
Drell originally pointed out that y-ray pair production of strongly interacting particles with the interaction of one of these particles with the target nucleus could lead to large differential cross sections at small angles. ' It has also been found that the coherent photoproduction of p" mesons from complex nuclei makes a large contribution to pion fluxes at high energy.
2 .
We have studied the pion yie1d.s from a 0.6 radiation length beryllium target and compared the results with a calculation by Tsai3 based on the Drell and p" mechanisms. This letter describes the yields at laboratory angles s lo ; the two accompanying letters describe results obtained near 0' 4 and at 2' and 3'. 5
Electron beams of various energies between 10 and 16 GeV were directed into a 0.6 radiation length beryllium target placed between the end of the Stanford 20-GeV linear accelerator and the beam transport system normally used to carry the electron beam to the experimental area. Secondary particles produced in the target were carried about 300 meters by this transport system to the experimental area, and focused at the detector. Steering magnets located in front of the target allowed the angle of the incident beam relative to the transport system to be varied over the range from 0' to lo. The momentum acceptance of the system was set to values ranging from 1/8yC to 2%. The solid angle acceptance was measured directly by scanning the angular acceptance limits with the electron beam; it was typically 5 X 10 -8 steradian but varied with secondary particle momentum (h 15%), and time (-lr 10%).
A sketch of the detection equipment is shown in Fig Good e-r separation was necessary since the e-to rr-ratio at the detectors was typically 4OO:l and 2O:l at 0.5' and lo, respectively. The number of pion events in the lo runs was obtained by comparing the shower counter pulse height spectrum for the 0.5' and lo runs, using the 0.5' runs with their much larger ratio of electrons to pions to estimate the electron contamination in the lo runs. For the 0.5' and smaller angle runs, the pion yields were obtained by considering only those events having less than -1.5 GeV electron-equivalent pulse height in the shower counter and pulses in at least counters R, MO and Ml; this data should be quite free of electron contamination. The correction factor for having taken only these "safe" events was obtained by observing the fraction of pions at lo which satisfied the conditions; this fraction varied somewhat with momentum, but was typically 50%.
The data were corrected for pile-up in the pulse height analyzer (typically less than 2%), interactions with material upstream of the shower counter (70/c), and pion decay in flight (a factor of 1. 70 at 10 GeV/c).
No 7~ Kp separation was made. The long flight path reduces the K contamination to well under 1%; the antiproton rates are also under lYC of the 7~~ rate.
Based on the results of the other beam survey experiments, 4,5 + our 7~ rates have a proton contamination of roughly 6%; no correction has been made for this.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 where k is the photon energy in GeV and A = 9 for beryllium. The process is assumed to conserve helicity giving a sin2 8 decay distribution where 8 is the angle between the decay r in the p rest frame and the p momentum in the overall center-of-mass. 6 The curves marked Crossland were obtained from the Cocconi, Koester and Perkins (CKP) formula for yields from proton beams, but with constants obtained from the CEA pion yields, 7
At a pion momentum of 13 CeVhc the experimental points at 0.52' and 1.07' are in good agreement with both the "Crossland" and the "Drell + p" curves. At the lower momenta the experimental yields are larger than expected. The angular distribution for 7 GeV/c rf is shown in Fig. 2c ; it is seen that the data does not fall off at small angles as expected from the Drell OPE mechanism. The excess pions at 7 GeV thus cannot simply be due to uncertainty in the strengths of the 
